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I. Vasubandhu uses the expression paksa in many places, basically in

two senses. One is the original meaning. The other is a logical sense.

The aim of this paper is to clarify the meaning of paksa as used by Vasu-

bandhu in the logical sense. Vasubandhu defines paksa as "pakso vicara-

nayam isto 'rthah" in the Vadavidhi and "pakso yali sadhayitum iga "

in theVadavidhana.11 There are two interpretations of paksa in the Vada-

vidhi snd Vadavidhana. Ganganatha Jha interpreted paksa as "subject 21

But Erich Frauwallner translated paksa as "these"." To identify the

meaning of paksa in there two books, I study the logical texts both before

and after Vasubandhu; for a historical approach is necessary.

II. The usage of paksa in the Carakasamhita is, basically, the original

meaning of the word, and we can get an indication of the logical usage of

paksa. there.4) But we cannot say that the Carakasamhita establishes paksa

as a logical term, because later logicians i.e., Gautama and Vatsyayana, do

not follow the usage of this text. When Aksapada. Gautama uses paksa,

he uses paksa/pratipaksa or svapaksa/parapaksa.5" Those usages mean the
"side". And Paksilasvamin Vatsyayana's usage of paksa is the same as

Gautama's." We cannot find any logical usage of paksa in the Nyayasutra

and Nyayabha sya.

III. Dignaga used paksa in a logical sense after Vasubandhu. His paksa

includes three logical meanings i.e., "proposition", "probandum", and
"subject"." But he mainly uses paksa as "proposition". The Buddhists

use paksa as "proposition". And the Naiyayikas use pratijna as "proposi-

tion" in a tradition from. the Nyayasutra." An opponent of Dignaga asks

Dignaga, "why d you use -paksa as subject, in spite of the. fact that you

have used paksa as propositon before? The opponent did not ask the
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reason for using paksa as "proposition" when Dignaga did so, but he asked

the reason for using paksa as "subject" when Dignaga used paksa as thus.

This indicates the logicians used paksa as "proposition", and that other

usages were not popular at the time of Dignaga. The main usage of paksa

by Dignaga was proposition, although there were three usages of paksa i.

e., proposition, probandum, and subject. It is doubtful that Vasubandhu,

who preceded Dignaga, used a paksa as other than "proposition", because

this was the first stage of paksa as a logical term when the usage of paksa

was not confirmed in the logical sense.

IV. Paksa has many meanings. Originally, it was employed to mean
"side" by the Carakasamhita, Nyayasutra, Nyayabhasya, and Yogacara-

bhu7ni. In the second stage, Vasubandhu establishes paksa's logical usage.

In the third, Dignaga attributes three logical meanings i.e., proposition

probandum, and subject, to paksa. Furthermore, Uddyotakara confirms

paksa as "subject". The Buddhists use paksa as "proposition", as employed

by Vasubandhu, and,the Naiyayikas use pratijna as "proposition" following

Gautama. Both the Buddhists and Naiyayikas kept those traditions. We

may assume that Vasubandhu's meaning of paksa in the logical usage is
"prop osition", for two reasons (1) the Buddhists hardly ever use paksa as

other than "proposition", and (2) we cannot find uses of paksa such as
"probandum" or "subject", other than "proposition" because the days of

Vasubandhu represented the first stage of paksa as a logical term.
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